


江苏凤凰少年儿童出版社有限公司（江苏少年儿童出版社）是以少年儿童为读

者对象的专业出版社，主要出版文学、动漫、低幼、知识、教育等少儿读物，《美

术》《音乐》等国标教材以及《东方宝宝》《东方娃娃》《儿童故事画报》《少年

文艺》《凤凰动漫》《我爱学》《幼儿100》等少儿期刊。各类少儿读物赢得多项

国家大奖，在业内和读者中享有良好声誉，被新闻出版总署评为“全国百佳图书出

版单位”。

江苏凤凰少年儿童出版社有限公司的图书创意独特，装帧精美，吸引了世

界各地的出版商，先后有近千种图书版权输出到欧美国家和亚洲诸国及地区，

被新闻出版总署评为“全国图书版权输出先进出版单位”。

	

Phoenix Juvenile and Children’s Publishing Ltd. (Jiangsu Juvenile and Children’s 
Publishing House) is a professional publisher for children and juveniles. Its publications 
mainly include children’s literature, cartoon books, beginning reader books, science books, 
kids’ education, textbooks for fine arts and music. It also publishes many periodicals for 
children, including Oriental Baby , Oriental Kid , Children’s Pictorial Story , Juvenile 
Literature, Phoenixtoons, I Love Learning, 100 Kids etc. The publisher has won many 
national prizes and enjoys a good reputation among readers. It has been entitled one 
of the top 100 National Publishing Houses by the General Administration of Press and 
Publication. 

Its excellent editing and binding quality has attracted publishers from all over the 
world. With rights about thousand titles sold to European and American countries and 
Southeast Asia, it has won the title “National Advanced Unit for Copyright Sales”.

Company Introduction
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Picture Books

A Journey of 9000 Millimetres

Five-year-old Xiaopo uses a ruler to measure his house and finds out that it is actually quite 
big: 9000 millimeters in length and 5000 millimeters in width! Because their parents are in hospital, 
Xiaopo and his nine-year-old sister are quarantined at home under the care of the community. 
The two siblings imagine themselves being as small as ants and start an adventure in their “big” 
house. When they travel to the balcony, they find the seeds of marigolds they sowed last year have 
sprouted. They know dad and mom will soon be back, since mom had told them before she left 
home that they would be back in spring. The two kids find hope and gradually grow up. 

Levin the Cat

The unexpected epidemic changes everyone’s life, including Levin, a domestic cat with a 
strong character. Levin’s owner is a nurse who is now battling with the epidemic on the front line 
and cannot go home. Locked at home, Levin faces a crisis of survival, but luckily, the staff in the 
community come to its aid. In the community service station, Levin gradually knows about what is 
happening outside. Seeing the staff busy working and helping people every day changes Levin, who 
starts to help and take care of others…

The rights has sold: America, France, German, Lebanon, Turkey,  Belgium, Tunisia, Vietnam, Nepal, India, Thailand, 
Mongolia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Sri Lanka , Cambodia, Russia (18countries)

Since the outbreak of coronavirus disease (COVID-19), Chinese people have united in fighting the epidemic. Facing 
the unforeseen situation, Phoenix Juvenile and Children’s Publishing Ltd. realizes that books about the epidemic should also 
reflect children’s psychology and their reading habits. Therefore, out of a sense of responsibility as a publisher and love for the 
country, Phoenix Juvenile and Children’s Publishing Ltd. quickly reacts to the situation, inviting famous writers such as Zhao 
Ling and Zhang Xiaoling and well-known illustrators such as Yan Qing and Zhou Yi to create a series of books— “ Fighting 
Epidemic · Big Eye Heartwarming Series”. Taking children’s reading habits, psychological development and aesthetic values 
into consideration, these books are full of children’s innocence and humanistic concerns.

Fighting Epidemic —— Big Eye Heartwarming Series

ISBN 978-7-5584-1792-4

Grandpa’s Fourteen Games

After Chinese New Year, dad and mom, a doctor and a nurse, have gone to Wuhan to fight 
the epidemic, leaving grandpa and the little girl at home. The little girl does not know the building 
is in quarantine and that residents cannot go out. To have the girl staying at home happily, grandpa 
comes up with an idea: playing games with the little girl during the fourteen days with one game 
each day. The little girl plays the roles of doctor, scientist, policewoman, soldier, community 
manager, and even patient. Every day, she expects the coming games, through which she 
experiences how people from all walks of life selflessly dedicate themselves to fighting hard with 
the epidemic.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1793-1

ISBN 978-7-5584-1795-5
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The Mask that Loves to Count

A N95 mask that loves to count numbers is bought by a father during the epidemic. 
As the only N95 mask in the family, it is treasured by everyone. The son gives the mask 
to the father, who is going to support the epidemic area; the father, arriving at the front 
line of the battle against the epidemic, gives the mask to his patient; cherishing the mask, 
the patient gives it to the medical workers, who are most in need of N95 masks… Being 
a gift time and time again, this mask that loves to count is deeply moved by people’s 
love.

Empty Lunch Box

Coronavirus disease breaks out at a dizzying speed. A stray dog that used to rely on 
people’s feed now loses its food supply. Fortunately, a girl and her grandma, who often 
fed the dog, adopt it. The parents of the girl are both front-line medical workers who 
devote themselves to battling with the epidemic. During the time when the girl’s parents 
are far away, the dog is a comfort to her, accompanying her to wait for her parents’ 
victory and homecoming. 

ISBN 978-7-5584-1791-7

Mum Is Hiding

Since her father works in Africa for the local construction assistance, only the little 
girl and her mother are at home. During a grocery shopping, her mother happens to have 
close contact with someone who is later confirmed as a COVID-19 case. The mother 
worries about the possibility that she might be infected by the virus, so she isolates 
herself in a small room. On one side, there is the helpless little girl full of fear and worry; 
on the other side, the mother has to try everything she can to comfort her daughter. A 
short distance away, and yet poles apart. Fortunately, the community staff come to their 
aid in time.

ISBN 978-7-5584-1790-0

ISBN 978-7-5584-1794-8
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Picture Books

Embroidered Bedding

This book originated from a folk tale. It depicted how, under the protection 
of grandma Shu, a pink, ball-shaped fairy wrapped in embroidered bedding grew 
up. The work reflected authentic Chinese culture and revealed the essence of 
love and kindness.

Tale of Tales

When the Little Little Red Riding Hood sneaked out from her own story in 
Grimms’ Fairy Tales and met with other characters, a brand-new imaginary world was 
created. With extraordinary control of the storyline and the courage to modify and 
restructure the classic symbols, the author managed to broaden the realm of the magical 
fairy tale world.

The Red Blob

A red blob fell in the rain. Adults rejected it due to its difference. However, 
as time went on, children around it started accepting and appreciating it. The book 
demonstrated the aesthetical notion of “color is life” and inspired readers to embrace 
the gorgeous colors of living.

Reading Bear

When a little girl who loved listening to stories met a bear that enjoyed telling 
stories, love and warmth from reading permeated the air. The book portrayed a 
poetic and picturesque world of wonder and enlightened people that sharing would 
make reading more joyful.

Bang Bang Bang

In the darkness, a boy explored the dreamland in his sleep. 
Despite his fear, he followed the instruction of the light and succeeded 
in his adventure. The author enriched the function of picture books 
and turned reading into a game. Moreover, the book guided children to 
walk out of their fear and explore the world of the unknown.

The Winner of the First Oriental Doll Original 
Picture Book Award

Written and Illustrated by Huang Xiaoning

Written by Reza Dalvand

Written and Illustrated by Yi Yi

Written and Illustrated by Chen Sicong

Written and Illustrated by Juneshain
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The Day of Flood

This author presented the disastrous experiences of a childhood flood. The 
grand narrative was full of childlike innocence, which not only demonstrated the 
bravery and wisdom of human beings in the face of predicaments but also vividly 
reflected the genuine love in the world.

No-Move-Match

The book illustrated the classic game of “No-Move-Match”with both 
fun and love. Through simple, bright modeling and composition, relaxing, 
and humorous plot settings, this picture book created a perfect parent-child 
interaction with children.

Vivian Maier 

This picture book was the biography of a historical 
figure, Vivian Maier. As a well-known photographer, she led 
a legendary life of unremitting struggle in adversity. With rich 
emotions and profound contemplation, the book highlighted the 
character of passionate artistic pursuits.

Monsters in Kitchen

From the perspectives of children, food in the kitchen can often be mistaken 
as “monsters.” With multi-sensory experiences and rich imaginations, the book 
illustrated a lively adventure. The book allowed children to enhance their cognition of 
daily objects in a subtle way and also inspired parents in safety education.

Crying? Cry.

Crying is one of the most common behavior of 
a child. This book illustrated various scenarios that 
led children to tears. In addition to helping children 
recognize and accept themselves, it also tenderly 
conveyed understanding and empathy toward their 
feelings.

Written and Illustrated by Dong Zhao Yv

Written and Illustrated by Jiao Jiahui

Written and Illustrated by Zhou You

Written and Illustrated by Lu Weier

Written and Illustrated by Mop King
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Picture Books

The Brightest Star in the Sky

This book is based on the real-life story of an island-protecting hero, Wang Jicai. It 
has an uncommon theme, far-reaching ideas, beautiful language and extremely dynamic 
paintings. Moreover, with its smooth, natural picturesque language and the ups and downs 
of the plot, the author managed to portray a dedicated, faithful hero to the fullest. 

Wama Jiancuo’s Grassland

When you read the book, you will be amazed by how the theme 
of ethnic customs, regional characteristics and era characteristics are so 
faithfully represented yet hidden, without a trace, under the depicts of daily 
lives. Revolving around the event of the dragon boat festival, the author 
vividly portrayed the Tibetan people who are genuine, modest, in pursuit 
of freedom and reverence for lives. The images, which are strong in ethnic 
style, together with the spirited characters, render the book heart-warming 
and thought-provoking. 

Trees in Saihanba

The book tells the story of the first-generation forestation worker, who, in the 
face of harsh natural and living conditions, managed to stay strong-willed, faithful and 
persistent until the day they achieve their goals. The images in this book are refreshing 
and realistic in style, which accurately reflects the determination of the pioneers despite 
their struggles.

The Herding Crane Girl

The book is based on the true story of the first environmental protection 
martyr in the history of the People’s Republic of China, Xu Xiujuan. Through 
depicts of Xu’s rescuing, raising, and setting free the crowned cranes, the author 
demonstrated her appreciation for the kindness in humanity, her love and care 
for other creatures and her beautiful vision of a harmonious relationship between 
human beings and nature. The structure of the story is complete, the language 
is clear and beautiful, and the characters are distinct. Moreover, the images are 
delicate and illustrate a stunning ecological landscape.

Happy Birthday, My Father

Faced with the dilemma between his family and the public, the father 
resolutely chooses to stick to his train-driving position and provide service to 
the people. Through soothing and straightforward narratives, the book shows the 
extraordinary sacrifices that are being made by people in their ordinary positions. 
Furthermore, the true feelings of the characters are explicitly presented with the 
extensive use of close-up shots.

Winners of the Best Theme Prize in the Oriental 
Kids  Picture Book Award

Written by Jinglin Liu
Illustrated by Xiaoxiao Wang
ISBN 978-7-5584-1912-6

Written by Xiaoling Zhang
Illustrated by Mengshi Wang
ISBN 978-7-5584-1907-2

Written by Meihua Liu
Illustrated by You Wu
ISBN 978-7-5584-1913-3

Written by Ya Rong
Illustrated by Zumin Wang
ISBN 978-7-5584-1911-9

Written by Wenfang Cao
Illustrated by Xu Can 
ISBN 978-7-5584-1910-2
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Mild River

The book starts from the sparkling surface of a river and progresses with 
soothing narratives of a delightful rural memory, and it reflects the simple and 
unadorned inner world of the author. The images are like a long-lasting, lyrical poem. 
Together with the words, they accurately illustrate the simple, introverted characters, 
and portray a gentle, innocent ambiance of the countryside.

Dried Bean Cake

The book illustrates many heart-warming moments in the author’s memory of 
making Douganguo with her family. The author, who lived in a foreign country, 
expressed her intense nostalgia for her hometown and childhood memory. The pace 
of the story is flexible and balanced, and the language used makes the narrative 
clearly understandable, which reflects the prodigious change of everyday living 
conditions with the progressing era.

Light in Cloud

With poetic and affectionate writing, the book tells the story of a hearing-
impaired child who persistently pursues his dream despite the predicament and 
vulnerability from which he suffers. The images in this picture book are full of fairy-
tale-like imagination, making it abundant in child-like innocence and exceedingly 
pleasant to read. 

Stepping on the New Road

The book illustrates an ethnic custom of walking on the new road in the Aga 
Village of the Dulong Nationality. It is both a ritual and a record of development with 
the changing times. The event fills the story with warmth and joy of the new era, and 
it reflects people’s appreciation and blessing to their new life. The combination of 
the refreshing images and elegant words makes the book natural, heart-warming and 
poetic.

Homage to Books

With artistic, poetic language, the book tells the story of a writer who has been 
working the field for over 30 years. The wildly imaginative images, complemented 
by its words, expresses the writer’s love and respect for books vividly.

Written by Yiting Liu
Illustrated by Yanlin Li
ISBN 978-7-5584-1914-0

Written by Biyi Chen
Illustrated by Jiao Yu 
ISBN 978-7-5584-1909-6

Written by Ling Zhao
Illustrated by Qin Min 
ISBN 978-7-5584-1916-4

Written by Wu Ran 
Illustrated by Zhao Nan
ISBN 978-7-5584-1908-9

Written by Xin Long
Illustrated by Xiao Hai
ISBN 978-7-5584-1915-7
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Picture Books

Borrowing a Tail
Written by Lin Songying

Illustrated by Zhang Le 
This story is combined with traditional Chinese ink wash painting, which 

lets babies feel the graceful and classical quality for the first time. This book 
presents educational material in an amusing way.

Copyrights Sold: UK, USA, France

HOME

Written by Gong Huiying

Illustrated by Tao Juxiang
Presented in the form of fabric collage, the view is delicate and warm, and 

the knowledge has been skillfully integrated into the stories. This book makes 
babies feel the warmth of nature, and understand the beautiful meaning of 
home. 

Copyrights Sold: UK, France

Oriental Baby Picture Book

Tug Tug Tug!

Written by Bu Jiamei
A little girl found a green thread, and then a story started. The story, full 

of fantasy and imagination, shows the abundant inner world of children and 
develops the imagination and creativity of babies.

Copyrights Sold: UK

Your Mummy Misses You
Written by Gong Huiying

Illustrated by Huang Ying
The story repeats constantly “your mummy misses you” and ends with a 

warm selfless love.
Copyrights Sold: UK

ISBN 978-7-5584-1607-1

ISBN 978-7-5584-1605-7

ISBN 978-7-5584-1606-4
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Look , There Is a Dark, Dark 
Hole!

Written by Xia Lei

Illustrated by Zhong Yu
The rhythmic sensation of jumping and the new discovery of the flipping 

pages stimulates the baby's curiosity, and creates the feeling of discovering. At 
the end of the story, maternal love makes the reader feel warmer.

Copyrights Sold: UK, USA

Take a Bath

Written by Chen Xiaoting

Illustrated by Wang Chao
The constantly repeating plot and the surprise between pages can raise the 

interests of the baby in reading. The unexpected ending of the story breaks the 
early rules, making the baby feel carefree and happy.

Copyrights Sold: UK, USA

Grr! I’m Hungry!
Written & Illustrated by Chen Lu

“Rumbling…” Who is hungry? Childishness is always full of infinite 
exaggeration. The interesting dream world can make the baby have the feeling 
of imagination.

Copyrights Sold: UK

Father and Son Go Fishing
Written by Chen Xiaoting

Illustrated by Huang Ying  
This interesting story is about a father and a son going fishing. What is 

the difference between spending time with daddy and mummy? The love of 
father is a companion in silence, giving the baby encouragement and power in 
a different way.

Copyrights Sold: UK, USA, France

ISBN 978-7-5584-1602-6

ISBN 978-7-5584-1600-2

ISBN 978-7-5584-1603-3
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Picture Books

The Worried Snail

Written by Zhang Xiaoling

Illustrated by Zhong Yu 
The little snail grows up. He is worried about his house: it is too small to 

live in. From a small trouble comes a big surprise, the romantic pictures and 
funny imagination give the baby an abundant emotional experience.

Copyrights Sold: UK

Wake up

Written by Dong Yan
Eh! Who is still in bed? It’s the sun! The lovely but annoying clocks take 

turns waking the sun up in their own ways.
Vivid and flexible collages are combined to paint a lovely nature picture.
Copyrights Sold: UK, France

Alakazam
Written & Illustrated by Wang Chao

Paint it, move it, then change it! Innovative DIY game develops your 
baby’s imagination and creativity.

Copyrights Sold: UK, USA

When Daddy Was Small
Written by Xia Lei

Illustrated by Miao Ying  
The daddy’s childhood came out through the time machine, and then 

encountered the baby’s childhood, got the happiness, laughing to tears. This is 
a warm book suitable for adults and their children to read together, to recollect 
the past and appreciate the wonder and dreams of childhood.

Copyrights Sold: UK

ISBN 978-7-5584-1678-1

ISBN 978-7-5584-1601-9

ISBN 978-7-5584-1604-0
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One Day...

Written & Illustrated by Zhao Nan
One day, little sheep met the wolf…The book’s design, full of surprises, 

adds the interaction, such as stickers, which makes the baby read, laugh and 
play at the same time.

Copyrights Sold: UK

Who Ate My Chestnut

Written by Xia Lei

Illustrated by Wang Chao
This is a fairy tale for both children and adults.
The little squirrel lost his chestnut, and he tried hard to look for it. But he 

is disappointed. After a long time of sleeping, there is a good surprise for him.
Copyrights Sold: UK, USA, France

The Water
Written & Illustrated by Wang Chao 

This is an interesting interactive book. It should be read only by using 
your hands. The story has integrated some knowledge of physics, and the story 
develops the baby’s imagination and creativity properly.

Copyrights Sold: UK, France

Twinkle, Twinkle
Written by Chen Xiaoting

Illustrated by Miao Ying 
Summer night, let’s went to the field to see fireflies with Dad! Shh, please 

don't disturb them. Poetic language, romantic picture tells the story of a fun trip 
to explore.This must be one of the most beautiful night in childhood memories.

Copyrights Sold: UK, France

ISBN 978-7-5584-1609-5

ISBN 978-7-5584-1610-1
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Picture Books

Little Mouse Nuode and Little Frog 
Aijiamu

Written & Illustrated by Chen Zexin
This is a story about friendship. Mouse Nuode and Frog Aijiamu are best friends, who 

have many fun and exciting times together. But the cold winter is coming and frog Aijiamu 
decides to leave. How will Mouse Nuode cope with winter without his best friend?

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

Bear Beibei Loves Adventure

Written by Fang Yuan

Illustrated by Zhu Chengliang
This book explores the travails of Beibei the bear and the trouble he gets himself into. 

One day, Beibei and his sister stray into the backyard of a family of humans. After snooping 
around, Beibei becomes stuck in a fishing net. Lucky for Beibei, his sister runs for help and 
Mummy bear rescues him. Wanting to make sure Beibei doesn’t get into any more trouble, 
Mummy bear bans him from leaving the house. Surely Beibei couldn’t get himself into 
trouble there?

Copyrights sold: UK, USA

The Princess Wants to Eat the 
Moon

Written by Zhang Xiaoling

Illustrated by Gao Qing
This is not only a science story that teaches children about the phases of the moon, but 

also an emotional story that teaches them about patience, trust and sharing with others. The 
heroine of the story is a princess living in a distant and fictitious country. The princess is 
characteristic of a typical child growing up, innocent, selfish and at times lonely.

Copyrights sold: UK, USA

Little Flower Has Gone Missing

Written by Ji Qing

Illustrated by Huang Lili
This picture book is based upon a real story about love and friendship between humans 

and animals. A kitten, named Little Flower, is missing. Jin Ni’s family and their dog, 
Barkin, work together to rescue the kitten, reuniting her with her mother. 

Copyrights sold: UK

Kids 100
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Mother Hen Clucks 

Written & Illustrated by Wang Zumin
This book tells the beautiful story of birth, growth and new beginnings. It is told from the 

point of view of an inquisitive, young village girl. She asks, how do chickens come out of their 
eggs? How do chickens grow up? And how do hens take care of their babies?

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

Picasso Likes to Draw

Written by Guo Qinghua

Illustrated by Huang Lili
The story is about a young boy named Picasso who loves painting. Picasso leaves home 

and meets three interesting characters on his journey – a man who listens to the sound of 
engines, a lucky man who likes thinking about the universe, and a man who has lost his poem. 
The three men ask Picasso to listen to his own heart, and then decide what he wants to do. 

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

Little Birds Pay a Visit

Written by Albertine Deletaille

Illustrated by Gao Qing
This is a warm story about sharing love. During a long freezing winter, it is snowing 

heavily outside and the birds are cold and starving. But it is warm inside granny’s house. She 
opens the window, inviting the birds into the warmth and comfort of her home.

The French author writes in a playful and romantic tone.
Copyrights sold: UK

I Am a Tiger, Who Am I Scared of?

Written & Illustrated by Wang Zumin & Wang Ying
This is a story that teaches children about treating others as they’d like to be treated. Tiger 

has let the title of “King of the Forest” go to his head and has become an arrogant, reckless 
bully, similar to that of a troublemaking child. The story asks the questions: are these bullies 
afraid of nothing? And would they like it if the shoe was on the other foot?

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

Traditional Rhymes for Chinese 
New Year

Written & Illustrated by Wu Jianhua & Zhang Weicai
This book presents Chinese customs and traditions during specific days of Spring Festival 

and Chinese Lunar New Year, with catchy songs and Chinese ink wash paintings. It provides 
children with a unique taste of Spring Festival.

Copyrights sold: UK
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Picture Books

Children’s book by Zihan • A poem after such a long time

When I go with my grandmother to her cousin’s, I am always treated as an 
honored guest. However, there is no children to play with me there,  so I hurry off to 
my aunt’s. When it is time to leave, the uncle is willing to give us all the good things 
in his house. Only then do I come to understand that a child knows and lives in beauty 
but has no ability to describe it. Therefore, it can only be simply piled up there to 
become a real poem and song later on in life. A person who writes poems and songs 
can enjoy the flavour of his childhood better when he grows up.

Mei Zihan, a famous writer of children’s literature, describes the beauty and 
warmth of family affection for children with a beautiful and warm touch. And Wang 
Xiaoxiao, the new generation of illustrator, makes the children’s reading experience 
pleasantly upgraded by her fresh, simple, and infectious painting.

ISBN 9-787-5346-8171-4
Price: 26.00 Yuan

The Son’s Buddy - the Story of Mr Cao Dimin(Colored Drawing)

It is a totally new demonstration of Mei Zihan’s classic children’s literature. 
Its character images are vivid and pictures are full of comedy, even with the 
illustration of the famous illustrator Chen Zexin. It will bring a strong sense of 
reading and artist influence to the young readers in the newly-designed version.

The Platoon Leader and the Pony

This book is selected from Mei Zihan’s classic novels - The Platoon 
Leader , The Fun Summer Vacation and colorfully painted by a newly-prominent 
painter, Zhou Yawen. It not only keeps the original taste and flavor of Mei’s 
humor, but also enhances the book’s visual impact with color and lines.

Zhou Yawen’s works once won the Bingxin Children’s Literature Award 
and the fourth Xinyi Best Picture Book Award.

ISBN 9-787-5346-8283-4
Price: 18.00 Yuan

The Mighty Tale at Night

“Let Lilar keep dreaming. The dream is great.” What dream does little boy Lilar 
have? It is a mighty dream full of fun and excitement, in which mom and dad play like 
children. In the dream, the happiness of childhood is celebrated.

Written by Mei Zihan
ISBN 978-7-5346-3007-1
Page: 61
Price: 16.00 Yuan
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Big Potato, the Pilot

Written by Mei Zihan

Illustrated by Bu Jiamei
“Big Potato” is the nickname of the young boy, Dai Doudou. He loves to play pretend 

aeroplanes, and one day his friends gather in a large crowd, queueing up to be passengers 
in his “plane”. They wait and wait, until they get bored and decide to play pretend trains 
instead. In the end they still set off together, headed toward Paris! This story of a group of 
friends playing a game is told from a child’s viewpoint, showing their conversations and 
actions, revealing their thoughts and feelings. Full of childlike innocence and fun, it is sure 
to please the little ones!

Copyrights sold: France, Vietnam, UK
ISBN 9-787-5346-5807-5

My Father and I Turn into Mice

Written by Mei Zihan

Illustrated by Bu Jiamei
The naughty little boy, Dai Doudou, is often told to “keep quiet” by his mother when 

he's being too noisy. He’s told to “keep quiet” while eating, while walking, and even when 
bouncing a ball...and so it was that Dai Doudou decided to become a gentle, quiet little 
mouse, free to roam around wherever he was pleased. His father agreed to the idea, and 
himself decided to turn into a mouse. In the end, even his mother, who wanted everyone to 
“keep quiet”, turned into a mouse. The book employs gentle humour to describe a child's 
escape from a stifling family life into the realm of imagination; looking at modern, everyday 
problems through the lens of fantasy and illusion.

Copyrights sold: France, Vietnam, UK , USA
ISBN 9-787-5346-5813-6

Big Banana on the Puppy

Written by Mei Zihan

Illustrated by Bu Jiamei
An argument happened in the kindergarten: Big Banana said that he dared to ride a 

puppy and walk on the street. Meanwhile, Teacher Kitty said that he once rode a tiger on the 
street. However, all these happened in their dreams. As a result, kids began talking about 
all kinds of their dreams…These lovely “nonsenses” are not lies, but really fairy tales in the 
eyes of a person who loves kids a lot. The book is written by a famous children’s literature 
writer - Mei Zihan, and its stories are humorous with naughty words and vivid figure images. 
The book is painted by a youthful painter - Bu Jiamei, and she ingeniously and bravely uses 
color to distinguish reality from imagination, which makes the book colorful and strongly 
expressive.

Copyrights sold: Vietnam, UK
ISBN 9-787-5346-6774-9

Sparrow Kindergarten

Written by Mei Zihan

Illustrated by Bu Jiamei
Sparrow Kindergarten is very interesting! Kids twitter all the time like sparrows, fly to 

relax like sparrows, crowd to pick up the rice grain like sparrows, take a nap like sparrows 
and they line their shoes like sparrows…One day, those who practice flying like sparrows 
will fly to the vast sky and “fly” their own future. The book is written by a famous children’s 
literature writer - Mei Zihan, and its language is very humorous with round characters and 
vivid pictures. It forms a complete kids’ paradise with other Zihan’s picture books.

Copyrights sold: Vietnam, UK

ISBN 9-787-5346-7024-4
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Picture Books

The Clockwork Mouse
The little boy Pica has a clockwork mouse, 

and it gains his affection by winning races. But 
before long, an electric mouse takes its place, and the 
clockwork mouse is put in the trash. Inadvertently, the 
electric mouse rolls under the sofa. When the real mice 
that live in the house gang up on the electric mouse, 
the clockwork mouse courageously steps forward to 
protect him. But when he overexerts himself and his 
clockwork mechanism breaks, how will he survive?

Awards:
★Top 100 Excellent Books Recommended by 

the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television of the PRC
 Copyrights sold: UK, USA, Korea, India, France, etc. 

Streetlamp Number Eight
Perched over a green-tiled street, streetlamp number eight watches life as it is played out on the street below, as if with a 

pair of attentive eyes. Old codgers, dogs, aged women...they come and go, back and forth. The story is like a stage play, with 
the street light illuminating the vicissitudes of life.

Awards:
★Top 100 Excellent Books Recommended by the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television 

of the PRC
Copyrights sold: UK, France, Germany, India, France

The Call of the Sky
Dian Er is a swan that grew up in a 

flock of geese. He has a happy family, with 
a mother that loves him very much. When 
spring comes, he hears the call of the sky, 
and Dian Er can’t stop himself from beating 
his wings and soaring into the sky. But will 
he be able to leave his loving mother as 
well as his brothers and sisters behind? The 
book is a moving description of the conflict 
between natural instinct and emotions. 

Awards:
★Top 100 Excellent Books Recommended by the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television 

of the PRC
★Top 50 Public Favorite Books of 2014
Copyrights sold: UK, Korea, India, France

Umbrella over Berlin
An umbrella goes to Berlin on holiday with its owner, but is left in the hotel because there’s no rain. The owner visits the 

Brandenburg Gate, the Berlin Wall, and the Holocaust Memorial, but the poor old umbrella sees nothing. And so, on the last 
day of the holiday, the umbrella flies out of the window, up into the sky above Berlin.

Awards:
★Top 100 Excellent Books Recommended by the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television 

of the PRC
Copyrights sold: UK , India, France
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Caesar Has a Little Sister
Caesar Has a Little Sister, which has a social and practical meaning, is newly 

created by the famous writer Huang Beijia. It reminds parents to communicate with 
their children more, help their children build the sense of security and help their 
children adjust themselves. Meanwhile, it will plant a precious seed of responsibility 
into children’s mind by using the idea of a little sister.

Copyrights sold: Lebanon

ISBN 978-7-5584-0792-5
Price: 38.00 Yuan

The Moon is Sitting on the 
Eave

It is created together by Ms. Huang Beijia and young painter Ma Xuejuan. 
The writer tells the vicissitudes of three generations and their feelings for nature 
by unfolding her memory around the eternal moon. The round moon witnesses 
childhood and growth, separation and reunion, development of age and the 
passing by of time. From rural pastoral life to urban nights with tall buildings, the 
moon is like a small boat, sailing into everyone’s heart and giving people warmth 
and comfort.

Copyrights sold: Lebanon
ISBN 978-7-5584-0788-8
Price: 38.00 Yuan

The Little Boy in the Mirror
It is created together by Ms. Huang Beijia and famous painter Baiyu. Lele 

got a camera by accident. Since then, his life had been changed by this small 
camera. The camera became the eye of Lele, which recorded the change of 
seasons, people’s psychological changes and even found the mother of birds. 
One day, Lele pointed his camera at himself in the mirror… Every bit of life 
was captured by the camera. With time passing by, Lele changed from a child 
to a young man. An incidentally-formed hobby helped him develop a sense of 
life and family.

Copyrights sold: Lebanon
ISBN 978-7-5584-0787-1
Price: 38.00 Yuan

The Softest Eyes
It is created together by Ms. Huang Beijia and famous painter Gaoqing. It tells 

that the clay doll Afu with a pair of soft eyes was brought home by its little master 
Aiai. At first, Aiai liked and valued it, but as she grew old, she gradually distanced 
herself from Afu because there were more new and interesting things that attracted 
her a lot. Afu’s heart became cold and desolate. However, he still watched her 
with those soft eyes, and shared her inner feelings. This book shows the inevitable 
separation between partners in the process of growth by describing the attachment 
and sympathy to the owner. This story diffuses the lightsome sadness and has a kind 
of diluted beauty.

Copyrights sold: Lebanon

ISBN 978-7-5584-0789-5
Price: 38.00 Yuan
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Rain People

Written by Jin Bo

Illustrated by Yi Yusun
Rain People is about a lonely boy finding his friends in the rain because he loves rain very 

much. The boy who likes meditating by himself loves rain and everything in the rain. He finds 
that a silver rain flower will bloom when the raindrop falls from the sky and hit the ground, but 
he feels sad because the rain flower’s life is even shorter than epiphyllum. One day, he finds the 
raindrops doesn’t become rain flowers but many crystal-bright rain men when they hit the ground. 
The joyful singing of the rain men makes him want to join them in dancing and singing. His eager 
hope and insistent heart give him strength, which makes him become a rain man and play with 
other rain men. This joy makes the lifeless tear river into a glittery happy river. 

Copyrights sold: UK, USA, Malaysia

Dandelion Oldie 

Written by Jin Bo

Illustrated by Gao Qing
Dandelion Oldie  is a story about human and nature, about a mysterious relationship between 

a man who loves nature and a dandelion called “Old Man”. Finally, answering the call of the 
dandelion he becomes a dandelion and flies in the sky with them. 

Copyrights sold: UK , USA, Malaysia
ISBN 978-7-5346-7938-4 

The Talking Snail

Written by Jin Bo

Illustrated by Wang Zumin
The Talking Snail  tells us a story about a child, who is forced by his parents to learn all kinds 

of things. The child comes to Snail Shell library to read story books in order to rebel against the 
heavy pressure from his parents.

Copyrights sold: UK, USA, Malaysia

ISBN 978-7-5346-7939-1

ISBN 978-7-5346-7936-0

Snowman’s Secret

Written by Jin Bo

Illustrated by Gui Tuzi
Snowman’s Secret  tells us a story about a child and a snowman. Nanny has an apple, but she 

leaves it to the child’s father and the father leaves it to the child because they are reluctant to eat 
it. When the child makes a snowman in winter, she makes the apple as the heart of the snowman 
because she is also reluctant to eat the apple. Then, the snowman has heartbeat and doesn’t melt 
when spring comes.

Copyrights sold: UK, Malaysia ISBN 978-7-5346-7936-3

Shadow Puppet 

Written by Jin Bo

Illustrated by Yan Qing
Shadow Puppet  mainly talks about the story between “my mother”, “me”, “my children” and 

a shadow puppet. It is a great story about maternal love. In the age of scarcity, mother used red 
candles and shadow puppet to comfort me when I was ill. As I am growing up, the shadow puppet 
brings me warmth and comfort, accompanies me from beginning to the end and brings joy and 
happiness to my children in the age of prosperity. This book, beautifully illustrated, is lyrical and 
touching. The texts and illustrations have strong and vivid Chinese features.

Copyrights sold: UK, Malaysia
ISBN 978-7-5346-7937-7 
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The Girl and the Goat

Written by Wang Yimei

Illustrated by Gui Tuzi
The Girl and the Goat  is the story about countryside and city. The girl XiaoYue who was 

chasing the dandelion seed met a goat in the wood of the street garden. This was the only goat in 
the city and he had never left this wood, because he couldn’t cross the road. He wanted XiaoYue 
to bring him to see the fields, so XiaoYue held his horns and made him leave the woods, and also 
encouraged him to pass through the zebra crossings. They arrived at XiaoYue’s grandma’s house 
and spent a very good day. In fact that goat was very stubborn; he didn’t want to leave the original 
place where he lived, so he turned into a statue in this city. When they came back to the street 
garden, all the streetlights had been turned on, and the lonely goat disappeared in the streetlights.

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

The Jittery Jellyfish

Written by Wang Yimei

Illustrated by Bai Wanwan
The Jittery Jellyfish  is a story about finding yourself. The transparent appearance of the 

jellyfish Curl is very beautiful in the blue sea. One day he leaves the sea, and then he can’t find 
himself. Nobody can see him, because he is transparent. He doesn’t want this to happen. He lives 
in a golden castle of a boy near the sea, he becomes a golden jellyfish. The boy takes Curl to his 
home, when Curl lives in gloves, the gloves can go around; when Curl lives in hat, the hat can go 
around. Then Curl goes around in the street just like this, the walking around gloves make  people 
astonished. And Curl is also frightened because lots of people come to see him. He escapes to the 
sea hastily. Little by little, all the people get used to the jellyfish strolling in city, and nobody makes 
a fuss and so jellyfish doesn’t want to leave anymore. The city is so wonderful because there is a 
jellyfish visiting frequently.

Copyrights sold: UK, USA

Wriggling Snake

Written by Wang Yimei

Illustrated by Zhou You
The Wriggling Snake  is a story about friendship and accompany. The snake likes wriggling 

and every place it passes through is in a mess, until one day it meets the boy Amu who plays the 
flute. The snake likes the sound of the flute, so Amu keeps it with him and they perform together. 
Many people come to watch their performances, and Amu becomes a very rich man. He grows up 
and has many friends, but all the people don’t like the snake. Then the snake goes away because 
Amu does not play the flute any more. Many years have past, Amu runs out of all the money 
and has nowhere to go. He wanders, playing the flute everywhere, and at this moment the snake 
appears, still accompanying wigglingly just like before. In the end, both of them walk away into the 
distance against the wind.

Copyrights sold: UK, USA

Little Newspaper Fish  

Written by Wang Yimei

Illustrated by Yan Qing
Little Newspaper Fish  is a story about going home. Alan doesn’t want to go home, because 

he has done lots of bad things. The only method for him to keep in touch with the outside is the 
newspaper. When he feels bored he will tear the newspaper into the shape of a fish and feed his cat. 
The cat eats the fish which is carrying a story, and the image of the story will come up in cat’s mind. 
The cat also wants to tear a newspaper fish to make his master eat the story and become happier. 
At last, the cat tears the newspaper into the shape of a fish with the letters “going home” . The way 
to home is really really short, so Alan eats the newspaper fish and opens the door of his house at 
last. His mother is sitting on the chair. She is sick, and there is a stack of the newspapers in her hand 
which have the missing persons notices everywhere.

Copyrights sold: UK

ISBN 978-7-5346-8960-4

ISBN 978-7-5346-8959-8

ISBN 978-7-5346-8699-3

ISBN 978-7-5346-8698-6
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Treehouse under the Window

Written by Bing Bo

Illustrated by Xing Huo
Treehouse under the Window is a story about humans and the creatures in nature. A little 

girl built a treehouse in autumn for a cricket named Jenny. Jenny played music for the little girl 
with the rhythm of the autumn rains in this warm house. In winter, the little girl was sick, Jenny 
used up her life to play the music for the little girl. The little girl recovered, but Jenny passed away. 
Although she was gone, the creatures in nature will be going on, and the friendship between the 
little girl and these creatures live on, not only the cricket, but also her friends, fireflies, grasshoppers 
and so on.

Copyrights sold: UK, USA

Mysterious Eyes

Written by Bing Bo

Illustrated by Gui Tuzi
Mysterious Eyes  is a story full of philosophical meaning. It is about two disabled youths 

longing for the outside world. The boy whose leg is disabled and the girl who is blind live on the 
side of a mountain respectively, and both of them have the desire for the other side of the mountain. 
To realize his dream, the boy makes a kite and draws the eyes on the kite attentively. This magical 
kite flies into the sky and gives eyes to the girl who wishes to see the sun. She does see the sun, the 
sky, the field, and the boy also sees the world that the girl has seen in his dream.

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

Bon Voyage

Written by Bing Bo

Illustrated by Luo Xi
Bon Voyage is a story about love and loneliness. The old man and the old lady who love each 

other very deeply enjoy listening to the song "Bon Voyage". This song was played in the coffee 
shop when they met each other 50 years ago. They exchanged gifts at their 50 years anniversary: a 
pipe shaped like a saxophone and a white cute mouse. The old lady passed away, and the old man 
was very sad. The clever mouse played “Bon Voyage” for him with the pipe which was given to 
him by the old lady. The music made the old man go back to the happy life with his wife. Then the 
old man also passed away, but the mouse didn’t stop playing the music, passing the blessing of “Bon 
voyage, bon voyage” on forever.

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

Fiery Dragon 

Written by Bing Bo

Illustrated by Wu Bo
Fiery Dragon is a story about a little fiery dragon brings the warmness to winter with his own 

power. In the cold winter, the sun is going out and people in the world are suffering. The little fiery 
dragon wants to help them, but he need to eat enough fire to light up the sun in the sky. But the 
people don’t know this,  they think that the fiery dragon is coming to rob the fire which they use for 
warmth, so they take out all kinds of weapons to sting him, throw  stones at him, and tug his scales. 
Although the fiery dragon is misunderstood by the people, he still tries his best to light up the sun 
and help the people get through the cold winter. Finally, the beautiful spring comes.

Copyrights sold: UK , USA

ISBN 978-7-5346-8955-0 

ISBN 978-7-5346-8956-7 

ISBN 978-7-5346-8957-4

ISBN 978-7-5346-8958-1
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The Cat’s Journey

Written by Zhang Qiusheng

Illustrated by Wu Bo
The book tells a philosophical story about life. A fearless cat believes he has nine 

lives (a superstition in China) and starts his adventures. However, when he discovers 
he has only one life, he feels afraid and learns the preciousness of life. He tries his best 
to pass on his perception of life to others to make the world a better place.

Copyrights sold: UK, USA

The Octopus’s Gift

Written by Zhang Qiusheng

Illustrated by Gui Tuzi
The book tells a story of friendship between an octopus named Octy who lives 

in the ocean and a rabbit named Summer who lives on land. In order to save Summer 
from being trapped in a cage, Octy makes an arduous journey to rescue the rabbit. 
Later, Summer strenuously builds a canoe to sail the ocean and meet Octy.

Copyrights sold: UK

Playing the Piano for Mr 
Crocodile

Written by Zhang Qiusheng

Illustrated by Bai Wanwan
This is a story about wisdom and tolerance. A little girl who loves playing 

the piano rents an apartment next to the ill-tempered Mr Crocodile’s. She always 
considerately practices the piano when her neighbor goes outside. Finally she moves 
Mr Crocodile by skillfully playing the music of his hometown.

Copyrights sold: UK

The Bear Who Ate His Pillow

Written by Zhang Qiusheng

Illustrated by Luo Xi
This is a humorous and interesting story. Little Bear always sleeps a lot during 

the day, but is sleepless at night. A fox tells him that the aroma of grapes can help him 
sleep better. Thus, Little Bear makes a pillow of grapes. However, instead of falling 
asleep he eats all the grapes in the pillow little by little. Mr Hippopotamus carries out 
an experiment to show Little Bear that his insomnia results from his laziness during the 
day. From then on, Little Bear turns into a hardworking bear.

Copyrights sold: UK

ISBN 978-7-5346-8743-3

ISBN 978-7-5346-8742-6

ISBN 978-7-5346-8700-6

ISBN 978-7-5346-8735-8
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Taking the Train to Lhasa
Taking the Train to Lhasa shows all the landscape and scenery on the way 

from Beijing to Lhasa in the form of long scroll. It shows the changes of climate, 
environment, vegetation and corresponding human landscape from the China’s 
northeast to the southwest by weaving pictures and characters.

China’s natural landscape varies with the the longitude and latitude, and the 
nationalities and cultures are also complex and diverse. Taking the Train to Lhasa 
rearranges geography, history and humanistic knowledge by using a stimuli-
presenting mode of combination and emphasis. The book changes the way 
children learn geography and stimulates children’s reading interest and curiosity.

Copyrights sold: Nepal

T h e  G e n e r a l  H i s t o r y  o f 
Clothing

The General History of Clothing holds a large time span from the ancient 
Shang and Zhou Dynasties to the present, and the splendid clothing culture of 
China appears on the scroll of three meters. The scroll is designed to present 
on both sides. The front side shows the features of different clothes in different 
ages with the history of its handcraft, color blending, accessory and military. The 
back side shows the clothes features of each of China’s 56 nationalities. The 
Readers can lead the children to appreciate different culture charm and nourish the 
children’s cultural confident by researching different clothes.

Copyrights sold: Nepal

ISBN 978-7-5346-6034-4 

The General History of China
The General History of China holds a large time span from the ancient 

age to the present. It also holds a large space span from the transition of the 
territory, the transition of different dynasties, evolution of characters and the 
famous architecture in different periods to historical event, historical battles, 
historical figures and locations. The book places the history of China in the global 
dimension by combining the significant events taking place in the world with the 
time axis and the concept of family, country and world. Its content includes many 
fields of society, politics, life, culture, technology and military. China’s history of 
5000 years totally presents in the long scroll of 2.4 meters. Following the paper 
and plots of time and space, the readers will learn the greatness and prosperity 
of China in the global view. The readers will feel the pulse of the history and 
experience the features of different dynasties.

Copyrights sold: Nepal

ISBN 978-7-5584-1280-6 
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The Ancient Scriptures of 
Mountains and Seas
Brief Introduction:

Considered as a remarkable book and Chinese millennium encyclopedia, 
The Ancient Scriptures of Mountains and Seas, under the painter’s pen, shines 
a new life and luster. The lifelike color pictures with corresponding original 
excerpts and translations and simple, elegant layout design will offer you a 
different version of The Ancient Scriptures of Mountains and Seas as well as a 
different reading experience.

The Ancient Tea Route：
Faraway Sound of Cow-Bell

Set the ancient tea-horse road as the background, and using moving words 
and exquisite pictures, this book describes how two children set out a journey 
alone to exchange the special local products, which are precious medicinal herbs 
and first-class Pu’er tea. The different climate condition and unique landscape 
covering all the way from the plateau to Yunnan not only link the Yak-packing 
team to the horse caravan, but also connect the emotional power between the 
locals and us.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0896-0 

ISBN 978-7-5584-1800-6 

The Secret of Zhenghe’s 
Voyage to the Western Seas
Brief Introduction:

This book is an original picture book, using octavo hardcover design. The 
author not only introduces the historical background and events of Zhenghe’s 
voyages to the western seas, but also tells the story of a small potato who makes 
contributions to the fleet in his own way and achieves his dream. The secret 
of Zhenghe’s voyages to the western seas is hidden in the tiny seeds. When it 
is time to sail, readers feel like following Zhenghe to come to the vast sea and 
face the wind to feel the world’s openness and tolerance by opening a wide and 
beautiful double-sided folding page. At the end of the story, there is an ocean-
going route map of Zhenghe, which is more intuitive and interesting compared 
with that of other navigators in the world.

Copyrights sold: India

ISBN 978-7-5584-1592-0 
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Ten Tricks to Settle with My Dad

This is an original picture book about how children can comfort and calm their 
dads down. The writer is Mr Ao De while the painter is Annemarie who has won the 
Golden Brush Award for three times. The naughty calf elephant in the book actually 
is the symbol of the readers themselves and it is very attractive. 

ISBN 978-7-5584-0970-7

When Fear Knocks the Door

This is an interactive cartoon book with a unique story. It creates an 
interesting cartoon book with a philosophical meaning by anthropomorphizing 
our inner feelings and emotions, such as: fear, intelligence, beauty, 
experience, wealth, courage, nervousness and exaggeration. The author uses 
the modern artist Paul Kerry, Miro, Kandinsky’s paintings as elements so that 
his work is full of design and artistry.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0513-6

The Spring Wind and the Scent of 
Flowers and Plants

This book brings together 25 Chinese Tang Poetry including Bird 
Singing in the Valley, The Song at the Sunset River, Poem on the Westwood 
Wall, Looking Flowers by the River. This book combines pictures with easy 
understanding stories written by famous editor and delicate typesetting to 
help children understand the connotation of the nursery rhymes and feel the 
interest and rhythms of Tang Poetry. The pictures in the book selected from 
domestic museums – like the Palace Museum to help broaden children’s 
horizons, lead children to feel the beauty and quintessence of classic culture 
and nourish their interest to classic culture.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0735-2
Price: 39.80 Yuan

Sing to the Sky

This book brings together 25 Chinese Tang Poetry, including 
Walking in the Moon, Mooring on the Rive, Anchoring at the 
Islet. This book combines pictures with easy understanding stories 
wrote by famous editor and delicate typesetting to help children 
understand the connotation of the nursery rhymes and feel the 
interest and rhythms of Tang Poetry The pictures in the book 
select from domestic museums – like the Palace Museum to help 
broaden children’s horizons, lead children to feel the beauty and 
quintessence of classic culture and nourish their interest to classic 
culture.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0736-9
Price: 39.80 Yuan
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This set of books contains twenty original stories with inserted beautiful paintings. Twenty most common component parts 
of Chinese characters are reintroduced respectively in each book, which makes pleasant reading and helps the kids to make 
friends with these components.  

 The books emphasize on how to develop the interest in reading and how to cultivate good habits.
·20 vivid original stories
·620 colorful pictures
·80 wonderful games
·20 reading guidance given by experts                    
·20 wholesome components for society
·1. 9 million copies has sold in China

“ I Am Great ” Growth Stories of Children
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My First Book about
Dreams of Life

Volume title:If You Want to Find out the Truth, If You Love Research, If 
You Want to Be Energetic, If You Have Loving Heart, If You Love Adventure, 
If You are Creative

These six volumes include thirty-six professions which children are most 
interested in at present and give every profession a scientific introduction. It 
can not only actively lead children to establish a correct outlook on life and 
profession, but also enrich children’s knowledge. Considering the readers’ 
thinking characteristics and taking overseas editing style as an example, each 
profession takes six pages. The first page makes a brief introduction of each 
profession. The second and third pages form a double spread, which mainly 
introduces each profession’s details to enrich readers’ knowledge. The fourth 
and fifth pages form a double spread, which reappears professional scene by 
painting the scenes to make readers have a scientific understanding of their 
longing professions.  The sixth page makes a list of representatives in each 
profession and encourages readers to study hard.

Copyrights sold: Vietnam, Korea, India
My First Book about Dreams of Life
Price: 16.00 Yuan

Vietnamese Edition
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Science Picture Books for Inquisitive Young Minds

Created for children under the age of seven, the books are especially designed to be read with the help of parents.The 
author adopts a child-friendly writing style, with a youthful perspective of the world. The books depict a world that children can 
be familiar with yet curious about, using colorful drawings and bubbly and interesting language.

Copyrights sold: Hong Kong China.
Price: 12.80 Yuan
Page: 32

★ Gold Award for 
Excellent Popular 
Science Works 2016

ISBN 978-7-5346-8645-0 ISBN 978-7-5346-8650-4

ISBN 978-7-5346-8646-7 ISBN 978-7-5346-8647-4

The Safety Code to the Kids
This book collection teaches children how to protect themselves against some of the most basic dangers that the world 

throws at them. By presenting an array of possible dangers through fairy tales, the four volumes highlight key topics for 
learning including the skills kids need to look after themselves. What’s more, parents and children can work together to simulate 
the situations in the books, a technique that helps to get children thinking for themselves. The book is a must-have for parents 
looking for a novel and dynamic way of teaching their children.

Price: 15.00 Yuan
Page: 44

ISBN 978-7-5346-9768-5 ISBN 978-7-5346-9770-8ISBN 978-7-5346-9769-2 ISBN 978-7-5346-9767-8
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 “ Pure and Beautiful Bridge Book” is not only a masterpiece of a 
phonetic (PinYin) system created by Cao Wenxuan, but also a childhood 
gift for children of 5 to 8 dedicated from China’s first international 
Hans Christian Andersen Award winner Cao Wenxuan. There are 20 
books in this volume, and this is the second volume with a total of 10 
books. In the selected books, Cao Wenxuan devotes himself to writing 
the loneliness and suffering in the childhood life, pays attention to the 
opposition, conflict and reconciliation between man and man, man and 
nature, man and themselves and shows the richness of human nature 
and the tenacity of life to young readers. There are not only touching 
stories of innocence, but also implicit and deep poetic passages, which 
makes children gain deep soul touch by thinking in laughter.

The Funeral of a Sea Eagle

A sea eagle named black sailor, young and vigorous is an expert fisherman. He grows 
old slowly, but he still fishes day and night. He doesn’t even flinch in the face of his rivals 
who come to snatch his food. Later, black sailor suddenly disappears and an old man who 
looks after the eagle goes to look for him, finding that black sailor lies along the river with a 
big fish in his mouth. From then on, black sailor’s body condition gets worse and worse. The 
old man sells other sea eagles to buy fish for black sailor. When black sailor is dying, the old 
man gets it drunk and buries it in a small pit.

The Secret down the Valley

There was a famine in the village because of the drought in summer and autumn, so Shuyu 
went to find food in the snow-covered mountains. He spared his effort to find a persimmon tree 
when he heard the voice coming from his partner Qiu Shi’er. He wondered to keep the tree for 
himself, but finally made up his mind leading the children and Qiu to the persimmon tree. The 
problem was that there were not enough persimmons for everyone to share, so they agreed to 
appreciate the fruits instead of eating them. One night, Shuyu couldn’t help but want to pick 
up the persimmon, but he managed to control himself after great struggling. With the famine 
spreading, Qiu Shi’er’s family couldn’t get through the disaster and decided to beg in the west 
area. Shuyu together with the children picked only one persimmon and sent it to Qiu who was 
about to leave away. Then nobody picked the rest of the persimmons in the tree…

The Stolen Child

Mozi is an abandoned child and is adopted by a drunkard who is herding sheep in the 
village. The villagers despise the drunkard and children in the village don’t like to play with 
Mozi. Mozi enthusiastically participates in the children’s games, but is refused and hit coldly, 
so Mozi finally decides to stay away from them. One day, he found the game that fascinated 
him-rolling wheels, which not only gave him the best partner, but also made the children in the 
village look envious. Incredibly, it was this wheel that helped him fix the car that would bring 
the art team to perform in the county. All this let Mozi regain the long lost self-esteem and self-
confidence.

The Scent of Flowers Spread Everywhere

The big osmanthus tree in front of Queqin’s yard has lived for more than 200 years. This 
tree is not only handed down from the ancestors of Queqin family, but also the tree is guarded 
by the villagers together. Every August, villagers carefully select a day and the whole villagers 
stand under the tree shaking flowers. Among them, only two kids are not invited. One is a fool 
named Ergui; the other one is Wanling with pale face all year around and with an unidentified 
father. Once, the osmanthus tree was on fire and Wanling saved the fire. However, the villagers 
suspected that it was Wanling that set the fire. Finally, people found out that it was Ergui set the 
fire and Wanling and her grandmother decided to leave the village and never come back.

Cao Wenxuan’s Pure and Beautiful Bridge Book
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Maizi and His Cow

Maizi has a deep memory of his family’s white cow since he was born. When he grows 
up, the cow grows older and has deeper feelings for his family. Once, the cow ate the villagers’ 
money earned by selling wheat, but everyone in the village suspected that the money is lost by 
his father’s gambling. Maizi is also crowded out by the villagers. Dad had no choice but to invite 
butches to kill the cow to prove his innocence. The cow was wailing and Maizi was also howling 
loudly in the desolated field.

The Abandoned Dolls

Some defective dolls are thrown into a dark room by Mr Marlin, a toy dealer. Led by one 
of the dolls, they launch uprising. They reach the door lock in a pyramid shape, open the door 
and escape from the dark room. They eventually climb along the attic to the roof and find their 
own home.

The Sobbing River

Bay’s father is a great liar and has been in prison for three years. Bay will take a red gourd 
to the river and do a variety of movements in the water every day. Under his persuasion, Niuniu 
also enters the water and they play together in the water. Once, Bay tried to teach Niuniu how 
to swim, but he failed to express it in a proper way. He was mistakenly thought that he wanted 
to play tricks on Niuniu. Later, Niuniu heard of this swimming style in his grandpa’s and rushed 
to the Bay’s house, only to find that Bay has transferred to another school and the red gourd was 
left in the yard.

The Coffin Watcher Brothers

The grandmother of two grandsons died, and she was dresses up, lying on the door plank. 
Her two grandsons took turns to watch her coffin. They were afraid during the night and 
took turns to sing the songs that their grandmother had taught them. It was getting closer and 
closer to the dawn, and they had less and less time with their grandmother. They wanted to 
do something for their grandmother at the last moment—seeing her off. They cut a plate of 
colorful paper shreds, played the reed flute and scattered flowers on their grandmother’s body 
to send their grandmother to a good place.

Slide like Wind

Three children in the countryside see the children in the city playing skateboard and they 
feel envious. Thus, they save money together to buy skateboard. Unfortunately, the money is 
stolen in the market and they smash windows to steal a skateboard. Every day, they take turns 
to practice going skate in the deserted roads around their village. One day, one of the kids is 
seen by a coach while practicing and the coach invites him to study further. He goes back to 
discuss with the other two children and uses the rock-paper-scissors way to decide who will 
go. Finally, the coach takes one of them away and sends two skateboards to the left children as 
gifts.

The Defense Battle of Huiwa

Huiwa whose family declines in wealth and position is always crowded out and bullied by 
the village children. He can only go to the village cemetery behind the village and climb up the 
tomb of his ancestors to find a little self-esteem and a sense of existence. But the village children 
even don’t leave the last land for Huiwa. They “occupies” the cemetery area, beats Huiwa and 
robs the stuff from his family cemetery. They even urinate on the graves of his ancestors. But 
Huiwa finally secures and saves his own territory.
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The Wandering Chicken

A large boat stopped by the river of Wuque town, and the boat owner let five 
chickens out to feed themselves. A little hen was lost in the pursuit of a grasshopper. The 
owner couldn’t find her, so he left with the four other chickens. On her way, the chicken 
met a bird called Wawa. The birds decided to help her find the boat and asked the 
owner to pick up the little chicken. However, Wawa couldn’t find the boat and spent the 
whole night with the chicken. Next day, Wawa took the chicken to the Wuque and tried 
to introduce her to the chickens in the town, but they showed no interest. Finally, the 
chicken made good friends with a pig, which was attached by the chickens…Then, where 
does this little chicken end up?

I Want to Be a Mother

When the spring comes, some certain hens always want to hatch. Now one of my 
black hens has the idea. She was a hen good at laying eggs, but she has never laid eggs 
again since she has the idea. “ I want to be a mother.” This idea is firmly rooted in the 
black chicken’s heart. Although her mother and neighbors tried all kinds of ways, it still 
couldn’t make her sober up - what a silly chicken!

That Summer

When the summer vacation arrives, Shucun who lives in a small city comes to his 
uncle’s home in the countryside. He will stay with his cousin Chugua for the whole 
summer vacation. Almost every family here depends on fishing for a living. Chugua can 
swim in the Luhu Lake at the age of five and paddle ospreys when he is 7 years old. At 
the age of 10, because the adults are busy fishing, he alone drives a boat and catches a 
fifty miles of water road. He buys twenty-four ospreys eggs, and then hatches fifteen 
small fishing osprey. Chugua is very happy about Shucun’s coming and obviously takes 
Shucun to see the fishing ospreys without hesitation. The story begins with their rowing 
out to fish.

Tending Ducks

When the summer vacation arrives, Jinniu and Xique follow their grandpa to tend duck 
in the reef forest. Xique accidentally loses a little duck and is questioned by Jinniu. He is so 
angry that he divides the flock into two parts and takes care of the duck flock on their won. 
The grandfather deliberately lets Xique and Jinniu carry duck feces back to back and catch 
snails. Jinniu prefers reconciliation and Xique refuses but regrets immediately. Next day 
when they tend the ducks again, the wind separates the ducks. Finally, it is grandpa who 
helps them.

Am I a Dumb Donkey?

This series tells us a variety of interesting stories happening around a goofy and 
cute donkey. The little donkey is chosen by teachers of Art Institute to be a model for 
the art students. In order to save a little boy who pretends to shout “help ” in the water, 
the donkey lost his job of being a model. He likes running. His master sends him to 
participate in the donkey race, but he lost it because another donkey lied to him that he 
had a piece of mixed fur on him.
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The Warm Warehouse

“Donkey”is a boy’s nickname. He is very fierce, even wicked, and whenever things 
don’t go his way, he kicks things with his foot. He feels that everything in the world should 
be kicked. Nothing annoys him more than a single dog. When Wawa learns the situation of 
the single dog, she decides to teach donkey a lesson. After many fights, donkey is no match 
with Wawa, so he finally promises not to bully the single dog any more.

Mother’s Tail

Zhenzhen who is born a month and a half later than the birthing schedule is a sticky 
child to her mother. She only stick to her mother and follows her mother no matter where 
her mother goes. Because of taking care of her, her mother is dismissed to go home by 
the project captain and a lot of work in the field is delayed. Her aunt has to go back to 
countryside, so her mother decides to dress Zhenzhen up and takes her to grandma’s 
home. In addition to children’s original needs, the true children’s interest should be more 
meaningful and profound, not just naïve and simple floating in the surface.

Whose Sky

Xiawang and Qiuhu are classmates and they like raising pigeons, but their family 
is very different. There are many varieties of fine pigeons in Xiawang’s family, but 
only ordinary pigeons in Qiuhu’s. Qiuhu accidentally gets a very valuable pigeon called 
“phoenix”, which is much better than the best one in Xiawang’s. But Qiuhu’s father, a 
gambler, sells it to Xiawang for a thousand yuan. Qiuhu is unable to resist, hoping to 
redeem his own pigeon by going fishing to save money. Before long, Xiawang’s family 
business fails and he hides “phoenix” away .The “phoenix” flies to Qiuhu’s house in a 
pigeon game. Who does this pigeon belong to in the end? What happens to the two boys?

The Legend of a Bird

Wawa is a beautiful big bird and he will go crazy after drinking. One day, he was 
injured in a flight and fell into the water. He was rescued by an old fisherman in the town 
of Wuque, where he stayed for a while. The Bandits named “the broken hat” were coming 
to rob the town. Wawa took on the responsibility of defending for the town, and called in 
a great flock of birds to stop them. The birds pecked out their sails, took their clothes away 
and ate their food...

The Rose Garden

The parents die unexpectedly, leaving three siblings a rose garden. Wawa 
accompanies the three rose sisters through the great grief and helps them to make a living. 
After experiencing the storm, rose-stealing and other unpleasant things, the three sisters 
can finally sell their roses in the market. Can they sell the roses out? Does Wawa have any 
tricks to help this time?
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The Shining Firefly

This book is a collection of short stories by the famous writer Liu Jianping, including five 
best short novels, The Flying Butterfly, Mulberry Leaves in the Rain, Fireflies at Night, Snowball 
Getting Far Away, The Unforgettable Separation. With the help of beautiful language, the writer 
tells about the love and warmth of growing.

This book is a phonetic version, suitable for low-grade pupils and their parents to read 
together.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0765-9
Price: 26.00 Yuan

The Great General and the Little Loach.

This book, created by famous writers Liu Jianping and Zhu Weijie, is a wonderful 
adventure book. This book describes a pair of good friends and partners’ thrilling story going 
around “ losing snakes- catching snakes- getting snakes”, sometimes full of fun and excitement, 
sometimes full of adventure and danger. The beautiful lakeside village, the camping tent, 
the small wooden boat, the rubber raft, the fishtail island and the dog named “Ashi” make a 
fascinating lakeside summer trip.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0766-6
Price: 28.00 Yuan

The Solitary Moments

In our childhood, there was not only sunshine hanging in the sky, birds skimming over 
the water and butterflies flying over flowers, but also the sound of playing coming from deep 
alley. In our childhood, there was not only lonely time, embarrassing moments, melancholy 
rain street, but also a strong feeling of waiting. This book includes six works created by the 
famous writer Liu Jiangping, which is the best memory and expectation of childhood. Among 
them, The Solitary Moments was adapted and filmed by Jiangsu TV Station as a TV series of 
the same name.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0768-0
Price: 26.00 Yuan

The Timid Warrior

When we were young, we had a “fear” heart and had an inexplicable fear of things around 
us. We also did things like the “fisherman” in the story, going fishing for three days then having 
a two-day rest. Sometimes, we stop because of cowardice or we become upset because of the 
changes. Growing is a beautiful process. Mr Liu Jianping, a famous writer, uses six humorous 
and interesting stories to interpret growth and cheer up affectionately for your childhood.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0767-3
Price: 26.00 Yuan

Uncle Acting the Villain

The book includes five short stories written by the famous 
writer Mr Liu Jianping. A group of childlike kids with various 
personalities and rich topics in the stories are much similar to 
the readers. There is Tang Xiaoming who loves to imitate the 
Villains, Gong Daming who is always regretting, Xie Wenbao 
who always gets himself into trouble and “me” who always 
have bad luck and is on a painful journey.

ISBN 978-7-5584-0769-7
Price: 26.00 Yuan

Liu Jianping’s Short Stories
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Bi Feiyu Childhood Class Series
It is a collection of autobiographical essays of award-winning author Bi Feiyu, 

which reveals his childhood to readers in a nonfictional way. This series captures 
many moments of Bi Feiyu’s childhood life that directly hit his heart, showing the 
scenery and people in the Middle Jiangsu area panoramically, reflecting the spirits 
of an era. The teachers and students of the Department of Illustration of Nanjing 
University of the Arts give full support to the full-color printing of the large-format 
book, which brings double enjoyment of reading experience and aesthetics.

The Annotated version of Qi 
Zhi’s “Open Sesame” Growing 
Books

Award-winning writer Qi Zhi has devoted himself to creating a collection 
of stories in phonetic versions for juniors of primary school, which shows the 
innocence and hardship of rural childhood, as well as the light of hope and ideality 
in difficulties. With beautiful and vivid language, the writer tells the story of warmth 
and love in the process of growing up and presents a different kind of childhood fun 
and growth thinking.

Jin Bo’s Good Night Stories
This set of books, three volumes in total, is selected from the poems, essays, and 

fairy tales of Jin Bo, the famous children’s literature writer. This set weaves a beautiful 
dream for children with a long time span, a wide range of materials and various forms 
of expression.

Bing Bo’s Heartwarming Fairy 
Tales:

This set of books, eight volumes in total, is selected from the fairy tales 
of Bing Bo, the famous children’s literature writer. It tells stories in the form 
of picture books, each brilliant plot matching with interesting illustrations. 
Beautifully designed for children in the sensitive period of learning to read, 
it is not only a famous collection of literacy and reading, but also a set of all-
round cognitive fairy tale books with a combination of natural science and fun 
lyricality.
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The Girl Special Forces Series

This is a set of military fiction for children aged 7-14. The four-
volume series is set against the background of the establishment 
of a special forces school. After the special forces school recruits a 
number of students all over the country, the story begins... Through 
a series of thrilling and suspenseful battle stories, the series shows 
the bravery and wisdom of the girl special forces.

The Password of the Dinosaur Fossil

This book is one of the original science popular readings, and is 
the national “thirteen Fives” publishing planned project. This book 
systematically and vividly describes the distribution and the research 
case of the world’s dinosaur fossil and reveals various mysteries of the 
life of dinosaur by using humorous writing style. Some of the knowledge 
points in the book are the latest results from the Paleontology Institute 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. This book, which combines 
explanation with pictures and illustrations, is created by top experts from 
the Paleontology Institute of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. This 
book, which is interesting, scientific, surprising and enlightening, leads 
the readers to break the secret of life origin. You can read it joyously with 
an open heart, or you can find details and real images of dinosaurs with an 
attitude of inquiry.

Life Is So Brilliant

Life Is So Brilliant is a popular science book for children aged from 
8 to 14 years old. Starting with the world-famous Cambrian explosion, 
it uses a wealth of fossil data and research results to explain how ancient 
species of life at that strange historical stage suddenly grew exponentially, 
showing the wonder and greatness of evolution. The author uses a 
scientific perspective to restore the daily life of paleontologic species, tells 
the secrets of their survival and evolution, and at the same time provides a 
lot of enlightenment to modern humans on ecology, environment and other 
issues. Another feature of the book is that it contains an extraordinary 
wealth of knowledge, which is drawn from years of research by scientists. 
Some of the knowledge is first hand, which should satisfy the curiosity of 
paleontology enthusiasts.

The book offers a delightful read with fine hand-drawn illustrations.
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